Gateway Mission: Inspiring
Hearts and Changing Lives
By Rachael Neal | Development Director, Gateway Mission
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hen we opened HRM’s Gateway Center in 2017,

HRM’s Gateway Center was launched as a hub, where

we never dreamed it would lead to changing our

real-life job training would take place alongside

name and launching a whole new vision for the future.

classroom education combined with Biblical counseling

They say hindsight is 20/20 and looking back now, we

and accountability. Individuals experiencing

see that what started as a third location for the growing

homelessness and struggling with life-controlling issues

ministry of Holland Rescue Mission, quickly morphed

could commit to a 9-month life-transformation program,

into an identity all its own.

designed to address the root issues of their problems
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and work toward a long-term solution. All of this takes
place in a “real-life” business designed to provide revenue
for the ongoing operations of the Mission. In just five
short years, the Gateway Center has not only impacted
hundreds of lives, but it has also become the primary way
we want to serve our guests in the future.
Holland Rescue Mission becoming Gateway Mission is
about more than a name change. It is an intentional
launch into a whole new vision for the future of our
ministry. We believe the term “Gateway” better captures
what we hope to inspire in the hearts and lives of
everyone who comes to the Mission — we want to serve
as the gateway to a whole new life.

risk, of becoming homeless because of their

This name change also launches our ministry into a new

with some type of addiction that prevents them

season with a broader vision for the future. We want to

from succeeding in life. We believe the programs

lean into opportunities to expand our programs where life

we’ve built can address these destructive

change is taking place and reach more people throughout

behaviors in a person’s life before it’s too late.

addiction. Many of the guests we serve struggle

West Michigan.
• The eventual relocation of current and
This vision includes:
• Expanding our businesses to provide
additional training opportunities for our
program participants, revenue for the
ministry and services to the community. The
Gateway Mission Store, Donation Center and Auto
Sales Center have been a huge blessing to our

additional housing to a larger ministry
campus near the Gateway Center. Expanding
our program to more people means expanded
housing needs. Additional housing, exclusively for
program participants, near our Gateway campus
will provide community and accountability that is
fragmented in our current housing model.

ministry! Not only have they provided additional
revenue for the programs we offer, but they have
provided a setting for training our students in a
real-life business. We want to reach more people,
which means we need more businesses to provide

If you visit our ministry today, you’ll notice not much has
changed. That’s because becoming Gateway Mission and
launching an expanded vision for the future is part of our
mission and vision to see lives changed for eternity!

training. Plans are underway to consider options

To learn more about the programs and services offered

including, but not limited to, a community

by Gateway Mission and ways that you can get involved,

restaurant where culinary and services skills can

visit www.hopefoundhere.org.

be taught, a worship and events center, and more.
• A more intentional program focus on a
Biblical approach to addiction life
transformation that is now open to the
public. Preventing homelessness and addiction
before it happens is one of our goals. We want to
open our doors to those who are not yet, but at

Rachael Neal has had the privilege of working in Development at Gateway Mission since 2006.
She is wife to Matthew, the mother of four beautiful children, and works tirelessly to see God
glorified through the programs and ministry of Gateway Mission.
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Responding
to Today’s
Challenging

Talent
Market
By Marlene Brostrom | Program Manager, HireReach

M

any employers are revisiting their hiring practices in

their goals of a fair, objective, and accurate selection

response to the shifting talent market and shrinking

process.

talent pools. As employers look to new, innovative ways
to acquire and retain talent, many are turning to skills-

Consider this:

based hiring.

• Between 2006 and 2017, 74% of all job postings
were jobs where employers typically require a

In their recent white paper “The Emerging Degree Reset,”

college degree, leaving just 26% of jobs open for

the Burning Glass Institute reports that “evaluating

the 60% of the workforce without a college degree.1

applicants on their demonstrated skills and aptitudes,
• Screening by college degree hits minorities

rather than on their level of academic attainment, can

particularly hard, eliminating 76 percent of Black

simultaneously help companies address skills shortages

adults and 83 percent of Latino adults.

while creating more opportunities for Americans aspiring
to improve their employment circumstances.”

Using a skills-based hiring approach, organizations first

Skills-Based Hiring as a Leading Practice

identify the skills required to perform a job and then select

In a traditional hiring process an organization screens

The primary focus is on the candidate’s foundational and

candidates based on educational attainment and relevant

occupational competencies, measured through tools such

work experience, selections are made based on resume

as credentials, certifications, and assessments.

candidates based on their demonstration of these skills.

reviews and interviews. This leaves hiring decisions open
to bias and noise and keeps organizations from attaining
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Blair et al., (2020).

Investing Downtown
The City has initiated a Request for Proposals (RFP)
process for the properties located at 135/137 E. Main —
directly centered in the heart of downtown. This infill
development will remove the existing buildings and
replace them with a new, mixed-use, multi-story building.
The project will contain a public passageway to connect
pedestrians on Main to the parking lot north of the
downtown storefronts. The RFP suggests the new space
would be a dynamic location for a full-service restaurant
with a liquor license, making good use of the City’s freshly
amended alcohol ordinance and continuing to build on
Zeeland’s Social District.

Wintering Downtown
City planners are predicting that each of the above

Each of these public and private projects will build upon

projects will be complemented by the rollout of a

the richness of this community, which celebrates its

proposed downtown snowmelt system in 2023 and 2024.

175th anniversary this year. Strengthening housing,

The scope of the project is forecasted to include sidewalks

businesses and amenities for those who live, work and

and crosswalks along Main between State Street to the

play downtown Zeeland will preserve and protect the

west and just beyond Maple Street to the east;

vibrancy of Main Street so that this little city can Feel

incorporating new gateway treatments at each end. The

the Zeel for another 175 years!

new heated sidewalks will connect to the smaller pieces of
snowmelt that the City has previously installed downtown.
The total system will create a walking loop of over one
mile and will increase winter mobility and accessibility for
all users throughout the downtown district.

Abby deRoo has been Zeeland’s City Marketing Director since 2007. Prior to moving to Zeeland, she was
the Main Street Manager for the City of Clare, Michigan and received a B.A. from Hope College. deRoo
was hired in Zeeland to launch the City’s Feel the Zeel branding campaign and dedicate the majority of
her focus to the redevelopment of downtown. Some of deRoo’s favorite projects include her involvement
in: the creation of the Downtown Vision Plan, construction of the Splash Pad Park, growing downtown
Captivation
Capital,ofInc.
is celebrating
20th
offorward
providing
captivating
events,
establishment
the social
district —itsand
sheyear
looks
a number
of exciting projects that
advertising
and marketing
creative
helps acompanies
andinorganizations
It 15 years, she
are
soon to break
ground. deRoo
has that
witnessed
lot of growth
Zeeland over “Say
the past
Different”
build
belovedCity
brands
andand
growing,
dedicated
credits
this to a
committed
Council
an excellent
teamcustomer
of staff atbases.
the City of Zeeland.
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decisions on behalf of the company that has
everyone’s best interests at heart.

6. Give Back to Your Community.
As a business, we believe it is our job to give

2. Find Joy in all You Do.
Life is full of ups and downs. But what are we doing
all of this for if we can’t find any joy in it? Look for

back to the places that continue to make this
place great. Whether that is partnering with
local non-profits on a construction project or

the silver linings. Have a heart of gratitude. And

holding volunteer days, giving back to the

always remember how far you’ve come.

community is a guiding principle we value

3. Growth Comes Through Challenges.
I think it’s safe to say we have all had our fair share
of challenges over the last two years. However, those
same challenges can be the lessons we learn that

highly.
These six guiding principles have allowed us to build
success both internally and externally. With 50 years
under our belt, we can’t wait to see where the next 50
takes us.

propel us forward into the next chapter of leadership/
business/life if we choose to let them.

4. Trust Your Process.
Curating a process that works for you and works for
your clients takes time. But once you have the

Get to Know Nick Nykerk,
President, Lakewood Construction

process that works, trust it. Trusting in our process
has led us to a successful completion of Phase One of
the Holland Community Aquatic Center Renovation.

5. Value First.
In all we do, our top priority is to provide value. To
our clients, to our trade contractors, and to our
employees. Sometimes that means pushing back on
the traditional way things are done in order to find
the best path forward.

Q: Toughest challenge faced or lesson
learned?
After taking over at Lakewood, I quickly learned I can
only control a small amount. I can control my attitude
and I can control how I respond to situations. Beyond
that — I had to remind myself to do what I can and let
go of the rest. Each day brings something new, and this
reminder has helped both personally and professionally.
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Maximizing an Inclusive Culture
for Better Business Outcomes
By Ken James | Chief Diversity Officer, Muskegon Community College

W
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hen working with Lakeshore businesses and

work with that DEI initiatives can be a huge part of helping

employers, I often hear about challenges from the

to address the great resignation; also, DEI is key to

“great resignation” and the plight of hiring and retaining

helping attract and retain diverse talent. But DEI alone is

diverse talent. As a Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI)

not enough. In my opinion, having an inclusive culture is

professional, I always share with the businesses that I

the outcome businesses should be striving toward.
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Altogether, trainings based around implicit bias,

VP challenged those in attendance to always include

inclusive hiring practices, recognizing and addressing

everyone on our teams when making any business

microaggressions, anti-harassment, and the like are

decisions. The VP then backed up this challenge by

indeed needed, as these trainings do serve as the

sharing a story of when they solicited input from their

foundational platform for businesses on their DEI

production floor employees about an upcoming

journey. But ask yourself (rhetorically of course), if

product. Ultimately, the input from the production floor

my workforce mirrored the community that we serve,

employees led to a new product that generated

does my business have the culture to retain those

millions for the company. What I took away from the

persons? Talent attraction without retention is

presentation was that diversity combined with a

ineffective. This is where the benefit of an inclusive

culture where all individuals are a comfortable to

culture becomes operational.

contribute is a powerful combination. Inclusive culture.

Using my experiences as a 30-year DEI professional

I respectfully extend a call to action for business

with executive certification in diversity coaching, I can

leaders (CEO’s, CFO’s, CHRO’s, VP’s etc.). The journey

lead businesses toward better business outcomes by

to an inclusive culture is not easy but it is essential.

assisting in the creation of an inclusive culture. When

Engaged diverse teams outperform their peers.

we get beyond DEI being buzzwords and get to the

When thinking about the ROI of DEI and moving

return on investment (ROI) of implementing DEI and

toward an inclusive culture please ponder:

creating an inclusive culture. This is when businesses

• Why is this essential to my business?

can see the results of better retention, less turnover,
positive work environments, increased production,
and other bottom-line benefits to the business.

• Where can I get the best advice?
• What is the first thing I can do to get started?

Once companies figure out how to make their

As a member of the Lakeshore Business community, I

employees feel like they belong, they get the benefits

am happy to meet individually with business leaders,

of lower turnover, fewer sick days, and higher

groups, and teams to explore potential steps to help

production. Undoubtedly, a more productive workforce

companies create an inclusive culture. We can share

has a positive impact on revenue. Putting individuals

tips on how to get started, lessons learned, best

with a lot of differences on the same team works best

practices, we can also share our successes and our

when the company knows how to see, manage, and

opportunities. Looking forward to an inclusive

honor those differences. Research proves that

horizon!

levering DEI, although necessary, can only go so far.
Businesses that create an inclusive culture with
employees that feel like they belong have the best
business outcomes. The journey is worth it.
A few years ago, I attended a conference where one
of the keynote presentations was from a VP of a
Fortune 500 company. During the presentation, this

With nearly three decades of experience spanning a multitude of industries including non-profit,
health care, and higher education, Ken is driven by his passion to initiate cross-cultural dialogue
and advance diversity, equity, and inclusion. As Chief Diversity Officer for Muskegon Community
College he combines his knowledge and lived experiences to deliver creative, intentional
programs to students, faculty/staff, community members and businesses.
Ken is an alumnus of Kentucky State University and Grand Valley State University, from which he
holds a master’s in public administration. Most recently, he earned Executive Certification in
Diversity Coaching through the CoachDiversity Institute in partnership with Howard University
School of Business and is recognized as an Associate Diversity Coach (ADC).
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Ribbon Cutting at Hope Pkgs, celebrating the grand
opening of their new location in Holland Town Center.

HAPPE NIN GS

Ribbon Cutting at Pax Coworking Studio, celebrating the grand opening
of their coworking studio located in Washington Square in Holland.

Chamber members making new connections
at Power Lunch held at City Flats.

Ribbon Cutting at Bowerman’s on 8th, celebrating the
grand opening of their downtown Holland location.
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